What is CoinAlpaca?
CoinAlpaca is a community-based Proof-of-Stake/Masternode
cryptocurrency developed to target charities for both the human
race as well as the cute Alpaca animal species. CoinAlpaca will be
a versatile ecosystem, offering investors more than just the good
vibes of charity work. The developers at CoinAlpaca have
challenged themselves to the task of delivering an ethically sound
cryptocurrency that will provide a fruitful opportunity for their
investors and provide some much needed good news for those
around the world who desperately need it.
The team at CoinAlpaca recognizes the hard time currently had by
all, both in cryptocurrency and in the real world. CoinAlpaca wants
to bring back some good news to the crypto-verse. Through
partnership opportunities, third-party payment integration, and an
upcoming merchandise store, the CoinAlpaca brand will extend
well beyond digital assets. These avenues will also provide
additional revenue that will prove vital to help complete charitable
objectives for every two and four-legged friend in need.

CoinAlpaca Use Cases
With a variety of features and offerings in mind, CoinAlpaca will
benefit from a diversified valuation. This will prove to be a healthy
approach for the long life of the project.
Ideally, a currency is created to be utilized. CoinAlpaca will focus
this form of utility on the niche industries that are connected to
our future partners and their charitable events. CoinAlpaca will be
a feature payment option for them as well as sponsored farms
and sanctuaries that are directly affected by the project.
Additionally, in order to increase revenue for the charitable work
CoinAlpaca will do, the CALP coin will be used in an online
merchandise store where investors and supporters of the project
will be able to purchase an array of items. These items will
include: shirts, alpaca wool jackets, hoodies, hats and caps, and
much more.

The Future with CoinAlpaca
CoinAlpaca may seem like a niche project, focused on a cute
animal that everyone loves. However, the truth is that the
CoinAlpaca team has a long, varied plan for the future of the
project and the coin. Payment integration and merchandise sales
are only the tip of the iceberg.
Partnerships with other charitable organizations and NGOs
around the world will spread the CoinAlpaca brand and mission to
every corner of the globe. UI development on the CoinAlpaca
website will create an interactive portal for fundraising efforts.
Research and Development will play a major role in CoinAlpaca’s
long term future. Finding the most efficient and humane ways to
care for our furry friends as well as how to best create
self-sufficient sanctuaries. Tourism is one of the most directly
impactful ways of raising funds for consistent, long-lasting care
and CoinAlpaca will spend a significant amount of resources of
building platforms for tourism purposes.

CoinAlpaca Coin Specifications
Name: CoinAlpaca
Ticker: CALP
Algorithm: Quark
Type: PoS/MN
Default Port: 22807
Max supply: 111,111,111 CALP
Total Supply after 6 Years: 54,161,110 CALP
Premine: 11,111,111 CALP (10% of Max Supply)
MN Collateral: 11,111 CALP
Block Time: 60 seconds
Stake Age: 60 minutes
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